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To investigate the energy states of localized electrons in weakly-doped (Nda3 « I) and strongly compensated
(\ - K
I) n-InSb, we investigated the dependence of the microwave power absorption coefficient ex on the
wavelength A (Nd is the donor density, a is the Bohr radius of the electron on the donor, and K is the degree of ,
compensation). For samples with K - 0.9 at T = 1.6 - 4.2°K in the energy range hw = 0.2 to 3.3 Ry (Ry is the
ionization energy of the isolated donor and equals 0.67 meV), we observed a number of absorption maxima
(peaks). These results can be explained by assuming that the energy spectrum of the localized electrons is
analogous to the spectrum of the molecular hydrogen ion ~ with a distance -1.2 - 3.5 a between the "nuclei"
(donors). In samples with K?: 0.99, the cx(A) dependence turns out to be significantly different and cannot be
explained by the existing theories.

«

1. INTRODUCTION
We note that the high-frequency conductivity (a w ) of
Considerable interest has recently been evinced in the semicondu~tors ~}th Nd a3 « .1 has been inve::igated so
study of the mechanisms of impurity conductivity of weakly far theoretically and exp.erlmentally (e.g.~ only for
the .case of low co~~ensabon, K < 0.5, and ~n the fr.equency
doped (Nda3 « 1) and strongly compensated (1-K « 1)
semiconductors (here Nd is the concentration of the prin- reglOn flw < 0.2 Ry . It ap~ears that there 1.S no um~ercipal impurity-the donors, a is the Bohr radius of the
sally accepte~ theory of Jf:lcrowave absorption for dlSelectron at the donor, and K is the degree of compensaordered semIconductors .
tion). This is explained in part by the possible analogy
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
between the character of the conductivity of such semiconductors and that of the disordered systems (11.
1. We investigated the dependence of the absorption
The theory of the static conductivity ao of strongly
coefficient on the wavelength a(A) in the range A= 0.5 -8.4
compensated semiconductors was developed in recent
mm (T = 4.2-1.6°K) and that of the resistivity p = ao1 on
papers by Shklovski'i and Efros(21. According to them, in
the temperature at T = 77 _1 K in strongly compensated
semiconductors at Nda3 « 1 and 1 -K « 1, .owing to the
n-InSb with Nd - 1014 cm-3. The measurements were perinhomogeneity in the distribution of the impurities, two
formed on samples cut out from one and the same ingot,
types of impurity-potential fluctuations are important,
since the peculiarities of the distribution of the donor
large-scale and small-scale. Among the latter at low
and acceptor impurities in InSb make it possible to obtain
temperatures (T - 0), the most important are the poten- sets of samples with practically constant donor concential wells that occur when two charged impurities approach tration Nd' but with essentially varying compensation K[7].
each other and the distance between them becomes
To determine Nd and K we used plots of the distribution
of Te (residual donor) and Ge (compensating impurity) in
3
]
'I, -'J>
_'I,
R";R m "" [ -(1-K)
Nd <Nd '
InSb by the procedure described earlier[7]. The parameters
2it
of the investigated samples are listed in Table I (N a is
Le., when "impurity pairs" are produced. It is precisely the acceptor concentration). To describe the character
in these wells that most electrons are located at T - O.
of the relative variation of Nd and of K from sample to
sample, the absolute values of Nd and K are given with
Shklovski'i and Efros [1] investigated the influence exexaggerated accuracy.
erted on ao only for "classical pairs," Le., pairs with
R » a. It should be noted that at R » a an electron localThe values of a(A) were measured on plates with diized on a pair has a near-hydrogen-like energy-level
mensions 7.2 x 3.4 x 1-0.5 mm, while the p(T) were
spectrum. We have previously advanced the hypothesis[21
measured on dumbbells with dimensions (without the
that pairs with R - a can be regarded as the analog of a
lateral probes) 8 x 1 x 1 mm, cut in the immediate vicin1
molecular hydrogen ion H;[3 with a characteristic distance
ity of the plates. All the samples were polished and etched
-R between "nuclei." It is important that the spectrum
in CP-4A.
of the energy levels of H; differs noticeably at R - a from
the hydrogen -like levels of the "isolated" donor. The
present paper is a continuation and development Of[21 and
TABLE I. Parameters of samples
is also devoted to a study of the energy states of localized
Activation energy.
electrons in n-InSb at Nda3 « 1 and 1-K « 1. Just as
meV
Nd-Nu·'
Sample
Nd·
K
in[21, we investigate here the dependence of the microem-)
No.
em"
e,
e,
\
wave power absorption coefficient a on the wavelength A
of the electromagnetic radiation, but in a much larger
1.2.101•
1.8.101•
O.S;)
1.0
0.3
frequency interval (0.2 Ry < flw< 3.3 Ry, where Ry is the
1.3.1013
1.2·101<
0.S9
Li
O.S
S·1012
1,0
O.IM
2.0
1.3.10 1'
ionization energy of the isolated donor, equal to 0.67
1.1012
0.99
4
1.4.101'
1.10
0.99
1.4.1014
5
meV) and in a wider range of values of Nd and K. In adfOil
0.99
1.5.1014
6
dition, we investigate the temperature dependence of the
·Na-acceptor concentration.
resistivity a~l(T).
0
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FIG. I. Temperature dependence of the resistivity at T = 77 - 10 K.
I-Sample No.3; 2-sample No.6. The arrows indicate the limits of the
section.

We used a standard procedure for the measurement
of p(T). The distinguishing features of the determination
of a(X) are described in detail in (8] (for the wavelength
band 3.8 -8.4 mm). The measurements were based on the
fact that n-InSb cooled to T $ 4.2°K is a sensitive receiver of millimeter and submillimeter radiation (9]. If
the sample and receiver are made from identical material
with identical values of Nd and K (and consequently with
identical dependences O"(E) of the electric conductivity
on the electric field intenSity), then we can measure the
absorption in the n-InSb sample by placing the sample
and the receiver in a waveguide (x ~ 2 mm) or in a quasioptical channel (x < 2 mm) one directly after the other.

/0

A,mm

FIG. 2. Dependence of the absorption coefficient a on the wavelength
X for sample No. I: I-T =4.2°K, E = 0; 2-T = 1.6°K, E = 0;3-T =
4,2°K, E > Eimp. The peaks are marked by Latin letters.
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For the measurement of a(x) we used backward-wave
tubes (1 OJ in the band X = 0.5 -3 mm and klystron generators
in the band X= 3.8 -8.4 mm. In order for the background
D,.' I
"
radiation from the warm part of the cryostat not to strike
il./i 0,8 1
~
, 8 A, mm
the sample, we used filters of cooled crystalline quartz.
FIG. 3. Dependence of the absorption coefficient a on the wavelength
In the quasioptical channel, provision was made for illuX in sample No.2. The notation is the same as in Fig. 2,
mination of the sample with an incandescent lamp.
2. To determine the character of the impurity conduc- by us earlier C7]. As T - 0, all the samples exhibit hopping
tivity we investigated the temperature dependence of the
conductivity with an activation energy that decreases with
decreasing temperature (1] , where p(T) 0: exp(T o/T)1'4.
resistivity, p(T). By way of example, Fig. 1 shows plots
of p(T) of samples No.3 and No.6 at T = 1-77°K, inas3. Figures 2 -4 show plots of the a(.~.) of samples 1-3
much as the character of the p(T) dependence for less
at 4.2 and 1.6°K in the absence of a constant electric
compensated samples (Nos. 1-3) was the same and diffield on the sample (E = 0, curves 1 and 2) and in a field
fered significantly from p(T) for the more compensated
E exceeding by several times the impurity-breakdown
samples (Nos. 4 -6). We note that the distance along the
field Eimp (12] (curves 3), i.e., for localized and free eleccrystal-growth axis between samples No.1 and No.3 and
trons, respectively. We see that for free electrons a debetween No.4 and No.6 was 3-5 mm; the distance becreases monotonically with decreaSing X, and that for
tween samples No.3 and No.4 was -10 mm.
localized electrons there are maxima (peaks) of absorpSamples 1 -3 are characterized by the presence of
tion on the a(X) plot. With increaSing compensation, the
short-wave absorption peak shifts towards smaller X;
sections in which p(T) has an exponential dependence.
Measurements in magnetic fields (11] and comparison with thus it corresponds to 1.05 meV (1.53Ry) and 1.75 meV
theory(l] have shown that the low-temperature exponential (2.6Ry) for samples 1 and 3, respectively. (See Figs. 2-4).
section corresponds to hopping impurity conductivity with We note that the energy corresponding to the short-wave
activation energy €3, and that the high-temperature expo- absorption peak is close to El (see Table I). In addition,
longer-wavelength absorption peaks are also observed.
nential section cO,rresponds to the activation energy €l of
All peaks become narrower with decreasing temperathe band conductivity. The values of €l and €3 are given
in Table I. We see that €l exceeds the ionization energy
ture, and shift towards shorter wavelengths. Some of
the peaks vanish with decreaSing temperature. We note
of the isolated donor by a factor 1.5-2.5.
that this was not observed earlier (2] when the background
In samples 4 -6 there are no sections where p(T) is
radiation was not filtered out.
exponential. It can be assumed that their energies €l and
€3 are so large that the intrinsic conductivity has already
Figure 5 illustrates the influence of "band-band"
become manifest in the corresponding temperature inter- illumination on the character of a(X) for sample No.3.
val. Such a situation, as applied to p-InSb, was discussed We see that illumination makes the shortwave absorption
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3. THE Ht MODEL
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the absorption coefficient a on the wavelength
X in sample No.3. The notation is the same as in Fig. 2.

The previously proposed [2J H; model, based on the
assumption that only pairs with a definite characteristic
distance between donors play an important role in the
absorption, calls for some supplementation. In particular,
it is necessary to consider the compensation limits of
applicability of the donor-pair model, and also the question of the influence of neighboring centers on the spectrum of the pair. We present below a qualitative discussion of these questions.
1. Following Shklovskfi and Efros [1], we assume that
the impurity potential contains fluctuations of all scales.
From these we can separate the large-scale (Gaussian)
fluctuations that include a large number of impurities
and have a dimension
R,-(1-K)-'I'Nd·l• :»N;;.'I. ,

FIG. S. Influence of "band-band"
illumination on the a (X) dependence
in sample No.3: l-a(X) in the absence
of illumination; 2-a (X) when the sample is illuminated with an incandescent
lamp.
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as well as small-scale fluctuations, with dimension R
< Nd-1 /3, containing a small number of impurities. The

bottom of the conduction band duplicates have variation
of the large -scale potential. The change of the energy
spectrum of a localized electron is determined primarily
by the small-scale fluctuations. The potential wells produced by them contain most electrons as t - 0 (actually,
this applies only to the wells inside the large -scale potential well).
Let us see which of the small-scale fluctuations are
Significant. According to the Poisson distribution, the
probability that the volume V (much smaller than the
total volume of the system) contains N donors is
(1)

o,~6"

aD A...,Ry

~

6" 811lA.,mm

The number of clusters of two, three, etc. donors per
unit volume (concentration of pairs Nz , "triads" N3 , etc.)
is
N,(V) ='/2Nd(Nd V ) , exp (-NdV).

(2)
N,(V)='I,Nd(NdV)'exp (-NdV).

FIG. 6. Dependence of a(X) of sample No. S. The notation is the
same as in Fig. 2.

peak more smeared out and shifts it towards longer
wavelengths, from X = 760,... to X = 900,....
For the more strongly compensated samples Nos.
4-6, the plots of a(X) are similar to each other, but
they are substantially different from those of Figs. 2-4.
Let us consider sample No.5 by way of example (see
Fig. 6). The plot of a(X) is bell-shaped, and lowering
the temperature leads to a shift of the entire curve towards shorter wavelengths with practically no change
in its shape and integral absorption. When a strong electric field is applied, a(X) decreases monotonically with
decreasing X.
We note that, just as in [13], the maximum value am
of a(X) for all samples, unlike the case of almost free
electrons, greatly exceeds the value ao = 47TO"o/CK 1/2 corresponding to the static conductivity (K is the dielectric
constant). Thus, for example, am/ao = 12 for sample
No.1 and I'::l 6 x 102 for sample No.6 at 4.2°K.

It is seen from (1) and (2) that the concentration of the
clusters of donors producing small-scale potential wells
(having a volume V < V =Nct) decreases rapidly with increasing number of donors in the cluster and with decreasing well dimension. The only important clusters,
however, are those whose concentration is close to the
concentration of the electrons on the donors (n). It is
clear, on the other hand, that the more donors participating in the cluster, the deeper will be the potential well
produced by them. One can estimate quite roughly at
which concentration at T - 0 the pairs are not yet filled
and all the electrons are on triads, groups of four, etc.
This will be the case if for V < V we have

(3)

N,(V»n,

i.e., at
(4)

1-K<1/6e""O.06, K>O.94.

The numbers in the inequalities (4) are approximate. The
purpose of the arguments presented above is to demonstrate that among the small-scale fluctuations the impurity pairs (complexes of the type H;) are Significant at
concentrations that are bounded not only from below (K
> 0.5) but also from above. The latter was not taken into
account in [1].

It follows from the foregoing experimental results
that the absorption spectrum in strongly compensated
n-InSb differs noticeably from hydrogenlike. The presence of absorption peaks for samples Nos. 1 and 3 allows
us to assume that the absorption is due to the transitions
of the electrons between the localized states.

2. Assume now that the concentration is such that
N3 (V) « n at V < V, and therefore the electrons are
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dipole transitions i in).
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1569

FIG. 7. Energy levels ofH;
against the distance between nuclei
(in Bohr-radius units). The arrows
show the transitions between the
Ht levels whose energies are close to
the energies of the observed peaks
for samples Nos. 1-3.

-z.

j (see [16J and the references there-

We note that for R '" 2a the photoionization cross section decreases noticeably with increasing t::" ==
(nw-£lsug)/£lsug[17J. (We have no data on Uph(t::,,) for
other values of R.) Allowance for the change in the rotational and vibrational levels of H; in photoionization can
greatly increase Uph (for example, by more than 7 times
at R '" 2a[16,17 J).
For the transition between the localized states with
central frequency Wji and el~ctron concentra~ion in ~e
initial state ni we can, knowmg fij and assummg the lme
to have a Lorentz shape, obtain the integral absorption
coefficient of the line:
.

E/Ry

(5)
TABLE II. Oscillator strengths and photoionization cross sections for H; [16, (7).
Transition

\ Oscillator
strength

lso ,,"band'·
(pitotoionization)

1.29
0.93
.1.41
0.47
0.27

~=O

L\. =0.22
U = 0.45
iSO's-+2pO'u
iSfJg-+2pJ'tu

1 s (18 - - 3 p au
1 s ag-+4/ au
1 s(Jg-4pcr u
2pa u -+2s(J,
2pIJ u -3dag
2pa u -+3sO'g
2p (Ju-+3 d1t g

2p ,itu-+3

dllg

Il'hotoionization I
cross section,
lO-'lI cm 3

0.3
0.41.;.-0.45
0.016.;.-0.004
4·10-'
4.10- 3
0.15.;.-0.10
0.22.;.-0.29
j{)-'

0.2';'-0.47
0.25.;.-0.30

Ria

1
12
(l

2
2

1-4
1-5
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3

0-5

1-3

mainly located on pairs. Then as T - 0 and at 1-K « 1
all the pairs of the volume V :s V m '" 2Nd (1 -K) « Vav
are filled, with the distance between donors R :s Rm
(see (2)). The probability of finding the nearest neighbor
of the given donor (which enters in the pair) at a distance
R is then proportional to R2 [14J. Consequently, pairs with
R "" Rm predominate at V < 11.1)
Let us discuss qualitatively the influence of the fields
of centers close to the pair on its energy spectrum. If
the charged centers are randomly distributed, the field
exhted on one of them by all the others is determined
mainly by the nearest neighbor[14J, and the total field of
all the remaining centers is small. Consequently, within
the limits of the pair, the potential produced by all the
remaining centers varies little, i.e., the pair is practically "isolated" from the remaining charged centers.
This justifies the consideration of the pair with R ~ a as
the analog of an isolated molecular hydrogen ion H;[2J.
3. Figure 7 shows the energy levels of H;, constructed
from the data of[3 J, as functions of the distance between
nuclei (the Coulomb energy of the nuclear interaction,
which is immaterial in what follows, is not taken into
account). The curves are marked as follows: 1, 2, 3 ...
and s, p, d ... are the principal and orbital quantum numbers of the "unified" nuclei (of the helium atom [15 J; u,
1T, Il, ... are the projections of the angular momentum on
the straight line joining the nuclei, and are equal to 0,
±1, ±2 ... ; the subscripts g and u designate respectively
even and odd parity of the coordinate function with respect
to inversion at the midpoint of the line joining the nuclei.
Table II gives the photoionization cross sections uph of
the ground state and the oscillator strengths fij for several fixed distances between the nuclei and for several
1195
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In comparison with [16 J, the mass of the free electron is
replaced here by the effective mass m*, and the dielectric
constant of the crystal K was introduced; the factor in
square brackets takes into account the stimulated emission of the photons in the transitions from the state I j)
to the state I i).

4. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Let us compare the experimental data with the results
of the analysiS of the H; model.
1. The rather close agreement between the energies
of the short-wave peaks and the values of E1 for samples
Nos. 1-3 (see Figs. 2 -4), and the increase of these energies with increasing K, allows us to suggest that the
peaks Ai, A2, and A3 are due to photoionization of the
ground state of the impurity pair. By identifying the peak
energies EA 1 , EA2' and EA3 with the values £lsag' we can
determine the characteristic pair dimensions Ri for samples 1-3. They turn out to be Ri "" 3.3a, R2 "" 2.5a, and
R3 "" 1.3a. Since R determines the energy spectrum of
H;, we compare, knowing Ri, the energies of the re maining observed peaks (B, C, D, E, F) with the energies of
the possible transitions. The arrows in Fig. 7 indicate
the allowed transitions that are close in energy to the
observed peaks. The difference between the calculated
and observed energies of the peaks (B, C. D. E, F) does
not exceed 5 -7% (cf. Figs. 2 -4 and Fig. 7)2) .
We note that the energies of some peaks (for example,
B1• F1, F 2) practically coincide with the energies of several different transitions from the ground and excited
states with close values of the oscillator strength. Thus,
for the peak B1, the energies of the transitions lsag
- 2pau, 2P1Tu - 3d1Tg with energies and oscillator
strengths nw "'0.30Ry, f "" 0.27 and nw "'0.28Ry, f "" 0.3,
respec tively. are close (see Fig. 2 and Table II). It is
clear, however, that the transition from the ground state
is more intense, in view of its larger population.
The identification of the peaks shows that the strongest
transitions in the investigated samples are the following
(see Figs. 2 -4): 1) photoionization of the ground state;
2) transition from the ground state to the first excited
state, Isug - 2pau ; 3) transition from the ground state
to the second excited state, lsag - 2p1Tu' This is not surprising, since these transitions are the most probable
(see Table II). In addition to these transitions, in the least
compensated samples No.1 and No.2 we observe peaks
Ei and E2 that can be ascribed to photoionization of the
first excited state 2puu , and in sample No.1 also a peak D
V. V. Arendarchuk et al.
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due to transition from the second excited state 2p1Tu
- 3sag.
2. The vanishing of the peaks El , E2, and Dl with decreasing temperature can be attributed to a decrease in
the population of the states 2pau and 2p1Tu. If it is assumed
that the distribution of the electrons in the impurity band
is nondegenerate, then the population of the state 2pau
relative to the ground state is

D.w will be taken to mean the arithmetic mean of its
"narrow" (D.Wn "" 7.2 X 1010 sec-I) and "broad" (D.Wb

""2.2 x lOll sec-I) half-widths (see Fig. 2). This yields
Ke"" 9 x 1012 cm-1 sec-I. For sample No.1, according
to (5), we obtain Kt "" 1.3 x 1013 cm-1 sec-I, which is only
1.5 times the experimental value. For the peak B2, the
ratio of the calculated and experimental values is approximately the same.

A much greater discrepancy between theoretical (at(X)
(ae(x)) values of the absorption
and amounts in sample No.1 to ~0.65 at 4.2DK and ~0.3
coefficient is observed for the photoionization peaks of
at T = 1.6°K, while in sample No.2 it amounts to ~0.42
the ground state (A). (Here ~Rs = (a/ao)2 K- 1 / 2 is the phoand 0.09, respectively, i.e., it decreases quite noticeably toionization cross section of a molecular ion "placed"
with decreasing T. It appears that at 1.6°K the peaks El
in a semiconductor, ao is the Bohr radius of the electron
and E2 cannot be separated against the background of the
in free space). Thus, for example, if we use the values
stronger photoionization peaks Al and A 2 • It is possible
of aph at fixed R, then we get for sample No.3 (at D. = 0)
to explain analogously the vanishing of the peak Dl at
the value at"" 3 cm-1 for a"" 6.4 x 10~ cm and K"" 16.
1.6°K, due to transition from the state 2p1Tu, which is
The experimental value a e for sample No.3 turned out
separated from the ground state by a gapO.94Ry ~7.3°K. to be ~20 cm-l (Fig. 4). So large an excess of the experimental value of ae(X) over the calculated value is also
The increase of the intensity of the peaks Bl and Fl
with decreasing temperature can apparently be attributed observed for samples Nos. 1 and 2. It cannot be attributed
to two causes: the increase of the population of the initial to possible measurement errors. It is possible, however,
that this difference, as well as the decrease of the intenstate and a certain increase in the factor
sities of the peaks Al and A2 with decreasing temperature,
~""1-exp (-hro/kT)
indicates that the impurity pair in the crystal is not
"rigid" and that it is necessary to take into account the
(see (5». The decrease of the intensities of the peaks Al
change
of the vibrational levels on photoionization, which
and A2 at T = 1.6°K in comparison with T = 2.4°K seems
greatly
increases aph' Thus, the good agreement between
therefore strange at first glance. It can probably be exKt
and
Ke
and the appreciable excess of ae over at, as
plained by assuming that the lowering of the temperature
fixes more rigidly the positions of the H; impuri ty atoms, well as the change of the intensities of the peaks with
changing temperature (see above) all indicate that the
and decreases the number of vibrational and rotational
thermal lattice vibrations are much more important for
levels. This seems to affect little the probabilities of
the photoionization of the impurity pair (H;) than for the
transition between the localized states, but can decrease
transitions between the localized states.
aph (see above). The small shift of the peaks AI, A 2 , Blo
and B2 towards shorter wavelengths with decreasing tem4. Let us discuss the influence of "band-band" illumiperature can be naturally attributed to the accompanying
nation on the form of a(X). The results shown in Fig. 6
decrease of pairs with R > Rm'
for sample No.3 can apparently be explained in the following manner. Illumination greatly increased the conLet us dwell briefly on the change of the peak Fl with
centration of the electrons in the impurity band, which is
changing temperature. The noticeable increase of its inequivalent to decreasing the compensation. This has led
tensity, a certain narrowing, and the shift of 0.lRy~0.8°K
to the filling of the donor pairs with larger distances betowards the shortwave side with decreasing temperature
tween donors than before, and increased the charac tercan be explained by assuming that at T = 4.2 ° K the peak
istic dimension R3 of the pair. If, as before, we ascribe
Fl (€F l "" 0.76 Ry}is due to several transitions with nearly
the short-wave peak A~ (Fig. 3) to photoionization of the
equal energies from the ground and excited states (for
ground state, then R~ "" 2.3a (we recall that the characterexample, 1sag - 2p1Tu 0.93 Ry, 2pau - 2sag-O.8 Ry,
istic distance for the peak A3 is R3 "" 1.3a). The value of
2pau - 2P1TU -O .66 Ry, photoionization of the states 2p1Tu
R~ is, of course, somewhat arbitrary, since the peak A~
-0.74 Ry). With decreasing temperature, the intensity of
is quite broad. Then the peaks 1.5Ry and 1.15Ry can be
the transitions 2pau - 2sag , 2pau - 2p1Tu and of the
attributed to the transitions Isag - 3pau ' 3d1Tg
photoionization of the state 2P1Tu decreases, and that of
D.€ - 1.6 -1.56 Ry) and to the transition Isag - 2p1Tu(F~)
the transition 1sag - 2P1TU increases, so that the latter
(1.24 Ry). The peak Isag - 2pO"u observed without the
becomes predominant. A much smaller shift to the shortadditional illumination can have at R~ - 2.3a an energy
wave region is experienced by the peak F 2. The apparent
-0.7 Ry, which is outside the range of observable frecause is that this peak is due to only one transition Isag
quencies.
- 2p1Tu, and the intensities of the other transitions with
close energies, 2pOU - 3dag , 2pau - 3d1Tg, is small be5. We note that in none of the samples did we observe
cause in this sample the excited state 2pau , which is sep- peaks that could be ascribed with certainty to the hydroarated from the ground state by 0.56Ry ~5°K, has a
gen-like spectrum of the isolated donor DO. The absence
small population.
of hydrogenlike absorption lines can apparently be attributed only to the small number of filled donors DO. This
3. Let us now compare the experimentally obtained
agrees with the experimentally observed activation
integral absorption coefficients (Ke) for the peaks Bl and
energy €1 > 1 Ry (see Table I).
B2 at T = 1.6 ° K with the theoretical value (Kt) expected
in accordance with the H; model (see (5». We shall as6. We proceed now to discuss the experimental data
sume for estimating purposes that, just as for a Lorentz
on a(X) in samples 4 -6. We note first that qualitatively
similar a(X) dependences were obtained earlier[13j for
line, Ke =aabs(X)wD.w, where aabs(X) is the absorption
compensated n-InSb samples with strong and intermedicoefficient at the maximum of the peak and D.w is' the
half-width of the peak. The peak Bl is asymmetrical, and ate doping (Nda3 i!. 1). These results were attributed by
cx:exp [-I £ .... -£2'." l/kTJ
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